KEY DATES FOR ACE PARTICIPATION

- August 2017: Selected for 15th cohort
- September 2017: Action team invitations
- AY 2017-2019: IZN Review
- AY 2018-2019: Analysis & Recommendations
- April 2019: Peer Review Visit
- July 2019: ACE Report & Participation COMPLETE
- Fall Semester 2019: Establish Advisory Group & teams for the 4 priorities

*Increase global learning for all UWL students

4 Pillars of UWL Strategic Plan:
- Increasing Community Engagement
- Advancing Transformative Education
- Achieving Excellence Through Equity & Diversity
- Investing in Our People
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WHAT IS INTERNATIONALIZATION? WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Comprehensive internationalization is:

- a strategic, coordinated process that seeks to align and integrate policies, programs, and initiatives to position colleges and universities as more globally oriented and internationally connected institutions. ([http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/CIGE-Model-for-Comprehensive-Internationalization.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/CIGE-Model-for-Comprehensive-Internationalization.aspx))

It’s important because:

- Student mobility, research practices, institutional collaborations, student learning, and more, are all touched by the interconnected and interdependent nature of our world. (Deardoff, 2019, p. 1)
RECOMMENDATIONS

- **Launch UWgLocal**
  - Define internationalization for UWL and establish value statement supporting this
  - Develop a framework to coordinate & promote all internationalization activities at UWL
- **Establish an International Enrollment Advisory Group**
  - Investigate partnership development opportunities to enhance UWL international student recruitment
  - Assess current international students’ experiences & support services
- **Internationalization of UWL Curriculum**
  - Identify opportunities to integrate global curriculum into UWL General Education & Global Learning Outcomes
  - Explore faculty incentives & possibility for faculty appointed consultant
  - Develop resources to best utilize technology to internationalize curriculum.
- **Expansion of Education Abroad**
  - Curriculum integration of education abroad
  - Increased marketing & promotion